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National Department of Health.
The plea made by Prof. Norton of
Yale university for a national depart
tnent of health Is not to be Ignored
remarks the Troy Times. Yale has
taken up the matter, and other lnsti
tutions and men of high professional
standing are giving attention. A bul
letin put forth by Yale's department
of social science reminds the Amerl
can people that the four causes of
waste of human life and energy are
preventable death, preventable sick
ness. preventable conditions of low
physical and mental efficiency and pre
ventable Ignorance, and urges action
by the people through the government
to check this waste. Prof. Norton as
setts that not less than 750,000 lives
can be saved in the United States annually by the employment of proper
aneans, and he puts the economic side
f)f the question in almost startling
"form. Estimating wages at one dollar
per day, which no doubt Ib far below

the average, the professor shows that

the yearly

loss by illness is considerably over $1,000,000,000, while by the
methods proposed at least half this
aum could be saved. In an era notable
for the economizing of force, that Is a
statement to compel serious thought.
Lowest Telegraph

Rates.

Spelling reform has had a new and
important development In a direction
which no one has heretofore thought
of. In Europe messages are charged
for according to the number of letters,
instead of words, aB in this country.
messages from
All
America are charged for by letter in
accordance with the European system.
The adoption of spelling reform will
cause a modification of the schedules
of the international telegraphic com
panies, and the consequent saving of
money. For example, "thru" will have
to be charged for as four letters In
stead of six, as rormerly, and so on
through the entire UsL It will cause
no troublo to the operators, because
they for years have been using the
shortest form by which words could
be spelled without possibility of mis
take. Consequently they will have
nothing new to learn.
trans-Atlanti-

CRIME IN OUR LARGE CITIES

NEW MEXICO.

Success and Failure.
Peary (ailed to reach the North
Pole, but he got nearer to that eluatve
proposition than any other of the
numerous explorers who have tried to
penetrate to that arctic region that
has been so long an undiscovered country. He was within 191 miles of the
pole, a short distance from the poli't
desired. If the transportation In the
frozen north were equal to our own In
the matter of Bpeed over good rail
roads. Peary beat the record of Capt
Cagnl of the Italian Duke of Abruzzt
expedition by over 50 miles, and la to
be praised for his persistency and
courago, but, nevertheless, many are
asking what particular good has been
accomplished by hlB efforts? Even If
he had reached the regions where It
Is claimed there are 3,000,000 square
miles of unoccupied territory, would
this have been of any benefit to humanity at large? asks Boston Budget.
Would the country have been Inhabitable, and If It were, how would intending settlers ever get there through
the Icy barriers that would oppose
their progress on all sides? Possibly
In the distant future, modern inventiveness might be able to make Journeying to the pole comparatively easy,
so that even excursion parties might
go there on pleasure trips, but at present this seems to be as little likely of
realization as would be a trip to Mars
on a flying machine. However, man Is
an Inquiring animal, and is always
wanting to eat of the tree of knowledge, and if only his curiosity would
be gratified by the Invasion of the
North Pole, there would be some advancement made In developing the
spirit of enterprise without which
there is no progress in any acknowledged
practical direction. Science
would be benefited by the discovery, if
nothing else came from it for the prosperity of mankind. Peary has not at
tained the summit of his ambition,
but that will not discourage others
from trying to outdo him. His exam
pie will encourage them to venture
farther than he did, for as he followed
others he will have, no doubt, many
successors. The best solace that Peary
has in his defeat is the faith that his
wife exhibited during his silent ab
sence in bis ability to return to her
unharmed, even though she knew
from experience all the difficulties and
dangers of arctic travel.

c

Out In Los Angeles there is a burg
lar who has recently been busy steal
lag oil paintings. This will come as
a surprise to people who have supposed Los Angeles to be a place where
there was nothing but a few fruit
warehouses and a real estate boom
Mr. Edison promises a cheap motor
oar, and M. Hantos Dumont is satisfied
that bis new aeroplane will! be the
b st runabout. Meanwhile the walk
log will be good, provided pedestrians
are txpart at dodstina.

Tea on the Down Grade.
Tea drinkers are finding scant encouragement
in a report recently
made by a large tea exporting bouse
In Yokohama
to Its American customers. Incidentally it Indicates that
the United States Is not alone in facing Increased cost of living. The report says: "Owing to the rapidly Increasing cost of living in Japan labor
costs more, and In consequence cultivation of the tea gardens Is less
generous and extensive than formerly,
and less care and skill are expended
In picking and curing the leaf. Hence
the average quality of the teas now
offered for sale Is below that of seasons prior to the war, and for the
have these children to become honest same reasons we are not likely in the
future to see any reversion to the
and useful citizens?
Professor Poellmann, of the Univer- excellence of former years." New
sity of Bonn, Investigated the charac- York Sun.
ters of the descendants of a woman
Laundry work at home would be
who was a confirmed drunkard. He
traced her descendants for six genet much more satisfactory If the right
atlons through a posterity numbering Starch were used. In order to get the
834 persons, and obtained a record of desired stiffness, It Is usually neces709 of them.
He found that 107 were sary to use so much starch that the
of Illegitimate birth, 162 were profes- beauty and fineness of the fabric Is
sional beggars, 64 'nmates of alms- hidden behind a paste of varying
houses, 181 women of bad repute, 76 thickness, which not only destroys the
affects the wearconvicted of serious crimes, and seven appearance, but also
convicted of murder. Another statis- ing quality of the goods. This trouble
by using Detician the Rev. O. McCulloch traced can be entirely overcome
can be applied
fiance
as
Starch,
It
1,750
and
criminals
of
the histories
hinly because of its great
paupers who were descended from a much more thapstrength
other makes.
criminal who lived in Kentucky In er
1790, and he ascertained th&t among
Museum Gets Fine Pulpit.
these descendants, nearly all of whom
King Friederlch August of Saxony
were criminals, 121 were women of
has given to the Germanic museum at
bad repute. In tracing 834 descend- Harvard a
reproduction of the
1825,
in
who
died
two
ants of
sisters
pulpit, of the Church of
sandstone
the Rev. Dr. Stocker of Berlin found Wechselburg, near Lelpsic. This gift
that. 76 of them had served 116 years is regarded as the most Important
In prison, 164 were women of bad remade to the museum since the fine
pute, 106 were illegitimate children, collection of casts was sent by the
17 were degenerates, 142 beggars and
The pulpit be
German emperor.
64 paupers.
longs to the beginning of the thirteenth century, and is a massive struc
Three Tenets of Crime.
Dr. O. Frank Lydston, professor of ture, 15 feet high, resting on Roman
criminal anthropology of the Chicago-Ken- t esque columns.
College of Law, says there are Btate or Ohio. Citt or Toledo,
M.
L.UCAS
three tenetB of crime:
Is senior
Cuenet makes.1. oath that AhoCo.,
"1.
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firm of F.
Chenkt
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are the product of certain Influences aforesaid, and that said Ann will pay the sum of
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'he uie
case of Catarrh that caanot
disease, and unfavorable surroundings Ball's
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Process of the Evolution of the Criminal From Boy
hood Traced By Inspector MtLaughlin of New
York That City Clearing House for Crime

Few Reformations Recorded.
"When I first came Into this office
under Inspector Byrnes," began Inspector McLaughlin, "you could count
the Italian criminals In New York on
your fingers. But now " He pushed
back his chair and looked squarely
at me," writes Frederick Boyd Stevenson in the Brooklyn Kagle. "Now no
one knows how many there are. It is
the same with all other nationalities
llioy have increased so rapidly that
It Is almost impossible to keep track
of them."
"And is there a proportionate Increase in the criminals in othtjr large
cities of the United States?"
"Unquestionably. The fact of the
Increase in New York would indicate
that. New York Is the clearing house
for crime In America.
It not only Is
the starting out place, but it is the
winding up place. New York has a
much larger criminal population than
any other city in America, and probably than any other In the world.
The crime problem In New York is
getting away with us, and It has arrived at the point where we must do
and do it promptly."
"What Is the first step?"
"The first step," said the Inspector
decisively, "Is to drive the crooks out
of Now York city."
"I give orders every morning to my
detectives when they assemble at the
line up of criminals at police headquarters to arrest every crook they
see on the street at unseemly hours.
The detectlvoB are carrying out my ln- -

This morning we had 44
well known thieves in line. The morning after election we had more than
structlons.

100."
"And what happens to those thieves

after their arrest?"
"That Is where the law falls down.
We hrrest the criminals understand
me, men and women who are known
to be criminals, whoso pictures are in
the rogues' gallery, and who have
served terms in prisons and the next
morning the magistrates let them go.
The magistrates claim that they cannot hold theBe criminals unless they
are arrested on some specific charge
that the vagrancy law is not strong
enough in this state. The reBult Is
that the criminals ironi such states aa
Massachusetts and New Jersey, where
they have strong vagrancy laws, flock
to New York, where they find a haven
of refuge under our easy going sys
tem of justice. But in the meantime,
let me tell you, I am having every
crook arrested on sight. The police
will do their duty. If the magistrates
set the crook3 free, that is another
affair. We know when we arrest a
crook that he is saro for that night,
and that he cannot commit a crime
when he is in a cell. But I am in
hopes of seeing a change In the law.
A bill that we attempted
to get
through before will be again intro
duced in Albany. If that be passed
criminals can be sent to the workhouse when they cannot show that
they are making an lionest livelihood,
and by continually arresting them and
sending them up we can force them to
go to work or get out of the city."
Has No
Theories.
"But. how about otner cities and
other states?" I queried.
Then it was that the trait of the old
thief catcher came to view. He smiled
cynically as he said:
"I am interested in driving the
thleveB out of Now York city. Let
the other cities take similar methods.
If they would all do that the criminals
would have to go to work. I would
have them earn their livelihoods as
honest men do or put them all behind
the bars."
"Then you do not believe In the Indeterminate sentence as advocated by
the Prison association?"
He shook his bead.
"Nor probation?"
"See here," he said suddenly, and
he set his jaw flrmlv. "Not one habitual criminal out of a hundred ever
reforms. Once a crook, always a
crook, Is an old saying that I have
found to hold perfectly good. Borne
years ago a well known thief came to
me and said he wanted to reform and
earn an honest livelihood, and I
helped him. He secured a place In
the house of a wealthy woman. Not
long after that he stole the woman's
When he was brought bediamonds.
fore me he said: 'I couldn't help stealI meant to be
ing those diamonds.
taoest, but when I saw them In the
rawer I couldn't; resist tht temuta
High-Flow-

That Is the case
the majority of crlmlnnls. Now
then you may And an old crimwho wants to reform. But those
cases are exceedingly rare."
This feeling is shared by about all
the men who are engaged In the occupation of running d'jwn criminals and
endeavoring to prevent the perpetration of crime. Robert Plnkerton once
expressed practically the same views
to me, and only the other day Samuel
J. Barrows, corresponding secretary
of the Prison Association of New York,
told a story where he was made the
victim of a pretended reformed criminal. The man had come to him with
a tale of reform; a small loan was
made to him and repaid, followed by
confidence resulting In the advance of
quite a sum of money for goods to Bet
him up In business. Since that advance no word has been heard from
the
reformed criminal. The
Incident, however, did not uffeet Mr.
Harrows' faith, for he still believes
there Is good in many criminals and
that assistance should le given to
them to reform. But with the professional thief catcher it Is a different
matter. They aro dally brought in
contact with such a low order of humanity and dally see the lowest side
of degraded humanity, so that they
naturally become incredulous when
reform and crime are linked together.
lion
with
and
inal

to take them."
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Pathology or Crime.
But, nevertheless, there Is a pathology of crime. The psychology of the
thief or the psychology of the murderer not only is an Interesting study, social maladieB.
but it is also a scientific study. And
"2. The Influences result in a class
coupled with the psychological is the
of persons of low grade of developphysical side of the problem.
If you ment,
physically and mentally, with
suggeBt to the professional thief catchcf their
er the possibility of heredity or atav- a defective understanding
to the social system In
ism, nine times out of ten he will re- true relations
they live. Such persons have
ply positively: "No; a thief is a thief which
no
true
conception of that variable
just because he Is a thief that's all." thing
called morality, and, In the caso
But back of the r.urface Indications
specialists are beginning to trace a of the criminal, no respect whatever
for the rights of others, save in so far
cause and a possible cure for crime. as
It may be comnelled by fear of
The cure does not, perhapB, lie in any punishment.
Some become criminals,
great reform movement that can reach
some paupers, inebriates or insane.
of
It
the habitual criminals
"3.
These subjects are characterilies, rather, in a cure for the future.
zed, upon the average, by certain
anomalies of development that consti
stigmata, or marks
tute the
of degeneracy. In them, vice, crime
and disease go hand in hand."
Dr. Lydston classifies criminals under the following heads:
1.
Born
Instinctive criminals:
criminals, the moral imbecile, or so
called moral Instane, the stable fac
tor in criminality.
2.
Criminals by impulse: The oc
caslonal criminal, criminals by pas
sion, criminals from accidental or in
tercurrent factors of disease, In
ebriety,, necessity, or social excite
ment.
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Notaet Public.
Hall's Catarrh Care Is taken Internally and acti
directly on tbe blood and mucous aurfaces of tha
ayatem. Send for testlm'inlaU. free.
F. J. CHKXEY a CO., Toledo, O,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family rills for constipation.

To Utilize Power of Tides.
of several engineers and
capitalists, headed by William O.
Weber, of Boston, believe they have
A group

revolutionized the industrial system
by a new device utilizing the power
of the tides so as to manufacture compressed air. A plant Is about to be
erected at South Thomaston, Me., to
demonstrate the value of this invention.
The extraordinary popularity of fine
white goods this summer makes the
choice of Starch a matter of great Importance.
Defiance Starch, being free
from all Injurious chemicals, is the
only one which is safe to use on fine
fabrics. Its great strength as a stiff-enmakes half the usual quantity of
Starch necessary, with the result of
perf3ct finish, equal to that when the
goods were new.
er

Young Man Extensive Traveler.
though only
Lord Ronaldshay,
thirty years of age, probably has done
3. Epileptic and insane criminals.
more traveling for his age than any
4. Political criminals.
man living. Few people know more
than he about the Himalayas and PerWhat Is the Remedy?
sia. He has also found time to exNow, the analysis of crime Is all plore Kashmir, Baluchistan, Ladak,
well enough In its way, but the prac- - Thibet and the Persian gulf, to say
nothing of Ceylon.

ALCOHOL NOT INSPIRING.
Bush Is the Verdict of Leading German
Literary Men.
?
Does alcohol inspire poets and
According
to the great ones of
living literature In Germany, It does
not. According to biographers, In the
case of many men, notably Edgar Allen Poe and Addison, the English essayist, It does.
This Interesting question bus been
brought to the front by Dr. van Vlen-ten- ,
editor of Das Llterarlsche Echo.
This Is a new periodical. The editor
sought some means of advertising It,
of attracting marked attention from
the literary world, to whom It appeals.
And so he sprung his questions on alcohol. The hundred and fifty leading
nuthors and poets of Germany were
appealed to. Of these 115 anRhapsodies in prose and
swered.
poetry were among the answers, which
great attention, not
have attracted
alone from those Interested In literature, but from the medical world and
scientists as well.
Th'.? result of the thorough poll of
experts, Is that inspiration by alcohol
Is not worth the having. If indeed there
is such an Inspiration. And yet the
Fatherland's poets Blng more eloquently of beer and wine and the cup
that cheers and Inebriates, than the
poets of, perhaps, any other country.
Of the writers appealed to, four are
oth-ors-

modertotal abstainers, twenty-threate drinkers, 108 avoid alcohol "before
and during work, and only twelve are
advocates of alcohol. But a mujorlty
of these twelve are eloquent only in
the praise of wine taken at table.
e

Mexico's President.
President Diaz is now seventy-siyears of age, but he is equal to the
ndniinlstrative tasks of a man of fifty- -

six, says Modern, Mexico, ror more
than fifty years he has been the central figure in the national affairs of
Mexico, and of that time thirty years
Since he came
as an active soldier.
Into power Uie country has known absolute peace, where before it was in
constant revolution. Railroads now
run in every direction, developing
great industries and opening up the
wonderlul mining district of Mexico.
Miles upon miles of telegraph lines
are given in figures that astonish for-

eigners.
To President Diaz was given the
honor of completing the great work of
the drainage of the valley of Mexico,
which has made the city so notably
healthv in comparison to former years.
This important engineering problem
was commenced 300 years ago. but owing to insurmountable difficulties the
project never materialized until the
present era of peace and enlightenment. To President Diaz Is also due
the inauguration of numerous great
port works, besides many other enterprises during recent years.
World's Letter Writers.
Many Americans are doubtless under
of free
the impression that this land
public schools and other great educain
tional advantages exceeds all otherssays
the use it makes of the postoffice,
Leslie's Weekly. But, according to
statistics recently submitted by the
Universal Postal Union, Great Britain
ranks ahead of us In head. The report

furnishes other surprises. France and
Norway, for instance, each with a good
school system and a highly Intelligent
people, stand lower on the list than
Austi-iund Argentina. New Zealand
comes next to us with 66.S per head,
and after that Switzerland with 5f.70.
The iand of the Alps stands firstmthn
number of postofflces In proportthn to
the population, the ratio here Itelng
one office to every 896 people. Germany
has one for every 1,460. Great' Britain
one for every 1,859. Denmark one for
every 2,586. Italy one for every S.79X.
Holland for every 3.981. Belgium, for
every 3,981, and Frnnco for every 4,751.
Great Britain derives the greatest
profits from her postal system, netting
annually about $23,438,627, the second
country being Russia with $20,595,505
profits. Russia is not considered a
country, and Its printed
matter is restrained, and yet upon its
peculiar system it derives good profits.
a

letter--

It is not difficult to trace the causes
of crime. They may be expressed in
a few general words:
Pauperism, environment, physical disease, Insanity,
with all it sociologic relations; political corruption, anarchy and false economic and industrial conditions. As

an elementary course In the synthesis
of crimes one needs but to take a
glance almoBt any morning at the
of criminals at
faces in the "line-upNew York police headquarters
There
you will see the young criminal just
starting out on his career of crime,
and there you will see the old and
seared thief and murderer and
lawbreaker, with Intermediate
specimens between the first and the
worst stages. In the faces of nearly
all the habitual criminals the pursuits of the men and the women can
be read like an open book. In the
faces of the younger offenders the
reader is often stopped with a query.
There Is a mixture of good and evil.

Seeks Practical Knowledge.
The Montenegrin minister of agriculture 1b a practical man. Poultry
breeding is at present engaging his attention, and in his office he has had
a hen sitting to hatch a special brood
of chickens. There are now nine
OTAlC
chickens chirping round his chair.
OIU lb
writing

Denver Directory

New York criminal types may be
aB general types throughout the
world. The extent to which tills tiaBs
prevails in the United States was
shown by the complete cenBtis of 1890,
when there were 215,000 criminals, Insane persons and paupers in almshouses, in adition to 3,000,000 paupers
at large in the United States. Since
then these numbers have been greatly

taken

augmented. This nation expends
something like $200,000,000 a year to
protect the good from the bad. In
other words every honest man is compelled to pay from $3 to 5 annually
In order to receive protection from the
criminal classeB and It frequently happens that even then he is not protected. The evolution of the criminal Is
the natural result of the present system In regard to the care or rather
the lack of care of the children of
the poor. The boy of hones? loor persons Is allowed to play ire the street
with the boy of the criniii
and the
degenerate. With these v.' Lous associations the result is a crl, dual or a
drunkard. If a boy like th i becomes
a man and has children what chance
1

ran.

stosaMes

Costly Water Supply.
Wilson
,si5m
New York city burns 110,000 tons ol
amK. your dealer for them. Taka no other.
coal a year to pump water into the
public reservoirs in Brooklyn, Queem AMERICAN HOUSE B528b, 'uiloa
per day hutal '. tna
SZ
depot. Th,. best plan.
and Richmond boroughs.
Welt. American
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General Criminal Types.

KBFA1KH or every knovr.i make
Umt. A.
at miovm. furnace or
i33 UwretttK, Denver. Pilous 73ft.

Tulleii.

BROWN PALACE HOTEL
im
Ileal citizen asks: What Is the remedy for crime? The Increase in the
United States, and especially In New
York city, shows the necessity of
some remedy.
Inspector McLaughlin
admits that fhe criminals are almost
beyond control in that city, and he
believes that the law Is to blame for
this condition of affairs. The laws
are numerous enough, for there are in
the United States 824 anti social acts
classified as crimes, but the case he
wishes to reach is not reached by a
specific law. The inspector wants a
law that will provide that whoever
has been convicted of a felony, or
whoever has been convicted as a pickpocket, thief or burglar, having no
visible meanB of support, found loitering about public places or on the
streetB and unable to give a satisfac
tory explanation of his presence, may
be Imprisoned for not more than six

months.
On the other hand, the sociologist
will ask:
"How will such a law prevent
crime?"
When the criminal Is born, society
does nothing to prevent him from continuing a criminal. In a period of 40
years In the last century statistics
Bhow that the population of this country increased 170 per cent, while the
proportion of criminals Increased 445
per cent. This does not look as If we
had treated the crime problem with
any great degree of Intelligence.
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DOES YOUR BACK ACHE?
Australia's Chief Engineer.
made to look like new with PUTNAM
T. Roberts, chief mechanical en- FADELESS
DYES.
He Who Hat It Pulls Through, tho g..ieer of the south Australian gov- Profit by the Experience of One Who
ernment, has been appointed, subject
Other Patient Dies.
Has Found Relief.
Want Lower Duties on Chinese.
to thw ratification of the various Aus
British Columbia women are agiTwo men undergo operations of tb tralian governments, consulting minof
farmer,
Tames R. Keeler, retired
tating for lower duties on Chinese Imsara character in a hospital. Tle ing engineer for the whole of Aus- Fenner street, Cazenovla, N. Y., says: ported for domestic service.
name surgeon does the work. The con- tralia, with an ofllce In London. The
"About fifteen years
For
and Children.
ago I suffered with
ditions are Identical. Equal care Is ex- nomination cornea from the Australian
National Pure Food and Drugs Act.
my back and kidercised In each operation and each U commissioner of railways.
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successfully performed. Yet one man
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reqvireinentH of The Nations! Pure Food
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recovers, the other dies. Or there Is
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lief.
Lord Kelvin In a protest
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Worth Knowing.
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Unearthing the Briber.
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